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‘y then you really! think, so now you’re in your early thirties,
built a house, lived in it for just two years and then, you actually
wanted to get married, have a child and everything, and then,
something like this! comes along, then you ask yourself
(interviewer: hm?) whether one was doing too well, so to speak,
or whether one has done anything (interviewer: hm) or what one
has done wrong (interviewer: hm?) or what, what could! have
been the reason, that it hit you!’ (34 years old male patient with
thymic T-ALL, two weeks after notification of the diagnosis).

Dealing with an existential crisis

The diagnosis of acute leukaemia presents a sudden vital threat
for the patient, an attack to his very existence. Since the term
leukaemia is generally associated with mortality and since
patients are nowadays informed about their disease by their
treating haematologist, the confrontation with this diagnosis
means an overwhelming experience right from the first moment.

Owing to the nature of the disease, treatment usually starts
within one or two days after the diagnosis of acute leukaemia.
During this narrow timeframe, the situation has to be explained
to the patient and he or she has to consent to the remaining
diagnostic procedures and especially to the initiation of
chemotherapy. Not much time is left for reflections about life
and death; rather a race starts to escape the area of danger.
However, during the following days and weeks, while on
treatment, the mortality of the disease remains and time will
usually allow, if not force, the recognition of some existential
questions.

Many relevant medical topics are usually discussed with the
patient, however, do we allow him or her to deal with the
emerging fundamental aspects of his suffering? Talking about the
disease by itself will enable the patient to escape the primary
state of speechlessness. Talking is a first means to counteract the
threat of the disease by the use of terms or by the articulation of
feelings and it is a way to relate to another person in this difficult
situation. These are elementary needs. The question is whether
we are ready to meet these needs and whether we know what to
ask and what to say. Do we understand the emotional situation
of a patient diagnosed with acute leukaemia?

Relevant questions

While questions regarding quality of life have been asked in
adult patients with acute leukaemia, there are other burning
issues. When facing mortality due to this disease, how does the
patient really feel and what are his or her thoughts? How much
information can and should reasonably be given before starting
chemotherapy? Is there a plan for the subsequent delivery of
information or for follow-up talks? What kind of messages
beside medical information does the individual patient need?

Do we understand enough of the patient’s personality and
reaction in order to ensure optimal cooperation and compli-
ance? What is the patient’s comprehension of the disease?
Which individual disease theories and coping strategies can be
recognized? What are his or her own resources emotionally,
intellectually and spiritually? What are the patient’s hope and
confidence based upon? Are there ideas that should be either
strengthened and supported or rather corrected? As can be seen,
the need for comprehension lies on both sides; for the patient to
understand the disease, and for the physician to understand the
patient.

Researching the patient’s perspective

Answering the questions raised above is not a trivial matter
despite their apparently basic character. Some prefer an intuitive
or spontaneous approach to these problems, but this may
possibly not be sufficient for the patient and it will certainly not
allow the spread of experience to the medical and scientific
community. Rather, as the result of a deliberate effort, the
gathering of knowledge will enable us to comprehend our
patients, and the acquisition of communicative and interven-
tional skills will be necessary on this way.1

Psycho-oncological research topics in adult patients with
acute leukaemia cover quality of life,2,3 fatigue,4 the evaluation
of anxiety, depression5 and cognitive function. Several studies
have analysed psychological distress in the context of haema-
topoetic stem cell transplantation.6–10 So far, little is known
about illness perception, causal attributions, subjective com-
prehension of the disease and about coping strategies in patients
with acute leukaemia. A blind spot in the research of
psychosocial aspects of adult patients with acute leukaemia is
the process evaluation of the patient’s perspective during the
period of chemotherapy.

Methodologically, most studies use quantitative techniques
and apply questionnaires with scaled answering possibilities
(e.g. EORTC QLQ-C30, QSC-R23) in order to study the topics
mentioned above. This approach is appropriate if a set of
relevant, well-defined questions is asked. Limitations of
quantitative methods are that only known variables are
examined and that only rateable answers are possible. More-
over, there is a risk for the researcher to ask questions, which
may be less relevant to the patient.

The analysis of the complex experiences of suffering and of
the patient’s views and emotions when facing mortality,
however, requires a sophisticated approach. The finding of
new and unexpected results requires that the patient has the
chance to freely communicate and to openly describe his
thoughts and feelings. Valuable sources are narrative interviews
or semi-structured interviews. The text material can subse-
quently be subjected to qualitative research analysis methods.
This includes a verbatim transcription of the record, followed by
condensation or partial abstraction of the content according to
specific rules. Subsequently, fragments of the content can be
grouped into categories which are either predefined or created
in interaction with the text in order to allow interindividual or, in
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the case of a longitudinal study, intraindividual follow-up
comparison. This type of analysis is a cyclical process. It
involves different analysis stages, dropping a category or a code
if a more useful one is emerging. Finally, a complex category
system emerges. In further steps of abstraction the method of
empirically grounded type construction is helpful. Ideal types
are analytical constructs involving an accentuation of typical
courses of conduct. They serve the investigator as a reference
which allows to ascertain similarities and deviations in concrete
cases.11–15

Qualitative analysis has been rarely applied to haematologic
diseases.6,16,17 We have conducted an in-depth analysis of
interviews with adults patients suffering from acute leukaemia at
different time points asking for illness perception, lay theories,
and coping strategies. Among other results18,19 we describe the
existential crisis after notification of the disease, the effect of age
on coping mechanisms, and important aspects of trust. These
results have the potential to improve our understanding of and
our approach to the patients, the training of young colleges and
they allow to shape the character of psycho-oncological
interventions. Since a high degree of methodological expertise
is required for this kind of analysis, we recommend a
collaboration between haematologists and academic experts in
the field of psychology, psychosomatic medicine or psychotherapy.

While research-oriented approaches will teach us the
perspective of patients with acute leukaemia, the daily need to
serve the haematological and oncological patient psychologi-
cally should not be overlooked. At our institution, evaluation of
scores for anxiety, depression and self-efficacy have become
part of the psychological standard assessment. The results help
the psychologist to guide the patient and to anticipate the
eventual need for interventions. Furthermore, the data provided
by the psychologist represent an optimal possibility for the
treating physicians to learn general psychodynamic aspects and
to understand the affective or verbal reactions of the patient.

Conclusion

Despite some recognition of the psychological distress caused
by the diagnosis of acute leukaemia in adult patients, the
experience of the ensuing existential crisis, its course as well as
strategies to overcome the challenge of the situation have hardly
been analysed. Psycho-oncology can and should cover different
techniques and modalities. Increasing our understanding of the
patient will improve the interaction with the patient, improve his
or her compliance during difficult periods of the treatment and
teach us deeper lessons about life during situations of vital
threat.
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